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Rabbi George Sobelman 
Rabbi George Leads 
Jewish Activities Here 
When you walk into the reli- learn all about the Judeo-Chris-
gious headquarters in Dorm 3 be tian heritage- of America. But 
careful not to overlook the small what happened to the Judeo? The 
Jews can make a real analogy to 
table engulfed by the spacious the rise of Black Power and the 
offices of the Catholic and Pro- concern for African history. 
testant organizations. Because Courses such as conversational 
you may also neglect to see Rab- Hebrew, Jewish history, Jewish 
bi George Sobelman, Ithaca Col- ethics, etc. would be a worth-
lege's Jewish Spiritual leader and while addition to the curriculum." 
Hillel's inspiring force. Turning to world issues and 
Rabbi George (as - he prefers to the Israeli-Arab wru:... George ex-
be called) is actually Associate pressed very definite feelings. 
University Chaplain at Cornell. He was affected by the period of 
He grew up in Manhattan and tension preceding the war. In fact, 
upon graduation from Yeshiva the war was anticlimactic. George 
:,- High School spent four years in said he "felt as if he were living 
Jerusalem. When asked how col- in Europe during the 1940's fac-
t leges in Israel differed from ing a second Auschwitz. Just 25 
· ·those here, George remarked that years ago 10,000 people a day 
his "four years were rewarding were being killed and it can hap-
academically but the social life pen again at any time. The Jew 
was lacking." AbOut one-third of finds that he is a solitary figure 
the students were married and experiencing total aloneness and 
the remaining students held full he always discovers this at the 
time jobs. wrong time." 
After returning to the states, As for his future plans, George 
George took up graduate studies said "he enjoys what he's doing 
in Philosophy at Cornell. Find- right now and wishes to continue 
'·t ing this "very - boring" he Was as long as his energy holds out." 
tempted by Cornell United Reli- For anyone who wishes to con-
,gious W:irk and became involved suit him, Rabbi George can be 
full time with Hillel. found counselling or socializing 
Relating to campus issues, with students Monday and Wed-
George was disturbed by the lack nesday afternoons or Thursday 
of Jewish courses at Ithaca. "We evenings in his "office." 
See Editorial nn Page Four 
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Ithaca, New York 
by Georgianna Glace 
Speaks At 
Convocatioim 
by Georgianna Glace 
The first Student Congress The Honors Convocation was , held during Parents' Weekend, 
on Saturday morning at 9:30 a.m. meeting of the school year was held September 30, at 6:30 p.m,, 
with Chairman Nancy McGlen 
presiding. The agenda for the 
first meeting ranged from the 
introduction of the various mem-
bers of Student Congress to 
points of interest carried over 
from last spring. 
Nancy McGlen, Chairman of 
Student Congress, told the mem-
bers what Student Congress IS 
and what is expected of each 
member. 
The Student Congress is the 
only organization through which 
things can be expected to hap-
pen. Our student government has 
control over the recognition and 
approval 9f the constitution of 
various clubs and other organiza-
tions such as, Young Republicans 
and Egbert Union Board. Also 
many new ideas start here, for 
example: the Campus Life Com-
mittee was established; the pro-
posal of Ten Points to gain a bet-
ter relationship between students 
and faculty was passed, some of 
which are being used and others 
looked into; and music in the 
Pub. These are just a few of the 
ideas worked out and carried 
through by student government. 
The President of the student 
body, Dan Karson, said that the 
aim of student government is to 
close the "communication gap" 
existing on this campus. As a 
start, various committees have 
been formed to give the student 
more voice in both academic and 
social affairs. Dr. Cronkhite, head 
of the Curriculum Committee, 
told Dan that student representa-
tives would be allowed to meet 
with this committee and discuss 
with them the changes in curri-
culum. President Dillingham has 
suggested that he meet periodi-
cally with members of the cam-
pus news media to help close this 
"communication gap." 
Karson told the members that 
student government is affiliated 
with the Egbert Union Board and 
tends to support the Free Univer-
sity formed this year. Of the Ten 
Points proposed last year we now 
have: 
1. Campus Life Committee 
2, Interdepartmental discussion 
group 
3. The Dean of Students has 
asked members of student 
government to sit in on 
their weekly meetings 
He also brought to the atten-
tion of the congress that some-
thing must be done about the 
student budget. It should be 
brought under student govern-
ment control because it is this 
Dr. ~obert F. Pasternack, Pro-
fessor of Chemistry, was the ma-
jor speaker. His address was very 
relevant to the times and he suc-
cessfully answered the question, 
"Why he came to Ithaca College 
and chose to remain." 
Pasternack feels that at Ithaca 
College, opportunities exist which 
you don't find at other colleges. 
Here you can grow with the col-
lege and leave your mark so that 
when you leave you can leave 
part of yourself. 
He cited examples both ma-
terial and physical. When he 
came to J.C., the Science building 
was meant only for the "teaching 
scientist". Since then research has 
become a major part of learning 
and Ithaca has grown in this 
field. Dr. Pasternack also pointed 
out two people who worked hard 
in promoting a working relation-
ship with students and faculty. 
Peter Burrell, a past president of 
the student body, worked to fill 
the communication gap and thus 
established the Campus Life Com-
mittee. Alex Block converted the 
Ithacan from being a gab sheet 
to one of extreme controversy 
and interest between students 
and faculty. 




Election Commissioner Joe 
Bogardus has announced that off-
campus elections for Student 
Congress representatives, sched-
uled for this week have been 
postponed. 
Mr. Bogardus told the Ithacan 
that the reason for this delay is 
the lack of communication be-
tween the election commission 
and these off campus residents. 
This reason for this delay is that 
data processing has not compiled 
a list of these residents and their 
addresses. Therefore, there was 
no way of getting in touch with 
these students to inform them of 
elections. 
Anyone living off campus and 
interested in running for repre-
sentative to Student Congress 
is urged to contact Mr. Bobardus, 
Elections will be held as soon as 
the list is compiled and those 
students can be informed of the 
date. 
g. : - ii /· ,g.., * t • i fo'd> 
Friday, October 4, 1968 
JEUB TO 1PR1E§ENT 
JJ AMJE§ 1F ARMIB1R 
ON OCTOBJER 8 
by Jean Stillitano 
Sponsored by the Egbert Cnion 
Board, :i variety lecture series on 
modern issues has been opened 
for all J.C. studnts and visitors. 
man delegation from the Inter-
national Confederation of Free 
Trade Unions to fifteen African 
countries and from 1941 to 1945 
In its third year of organization, Race Relations Secretary for the 
the series has its origin with the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 
members of the Egbert Union: I Farmer also was a Radio-TV com-
Staff and now is planned by stu- mentator for UAW. 
dent members of E"CB. I .James Farmer as lecturer, will 
John Ciardi, translator, writer, appear at I.C. with the topic, "The 
lecturer, initiated the 68-69 series Negro in America: What Must Be 
on Sept. 25, with the subject, Done."' As writer. he has under-
"What Good is a College?" Lee- taken an autobiography, "Free-
turer, author, and Civil Rights dom - When?" 
Leader, James Farmer is the sec- Among the upcoming speakers 
ond speaker, scheduled for Tues- for the 68-69 lecture series arc: 
day, Oct. 8, at 8: 15"-p.m. in the Isaac Bashevis Singer, scheduled 
Union Rec. Room. Currently, for Oct. 31, "Advice to Writers 
Farmer teaches Social \Velfare -Young and Old;" on March 4, 
at Lincoln Uni., Pennsylvania and Robert Steele with "The Art of 
is Adjunct Professor at N.Y.U. the Moving Image;" on April 1, 
One of the 1942 founders of Core, Jules Feiffer, "The Social Critic 
he was Core's national director in America;" and on Feb. 1 and 
from 1961 through 1966 and led 3, James Ira DcLoache, "Ameri-
the first freedom ride. Farmer can Heritage" and "Negro Heri-
was also a member of the five- tage as Seen Through Art." 
Parents Invade I.C. Campus. 
Pa'Tf'ents' W eelkend 
Brings Mixed Reactiorras 
by Georgianna Glace 
Parents Weekend came early I isn't a very good excuse for those 
to Ithaca this year and with it I that were honored or those who 
came many smiling faces and a I had the schedule. 
few unhappy ones, The football game seemed to be 
It was Parents Weekend and is the highlight of the weekend. 
for the parents of the students, I Anyway the attendance was 
yet most of the adult population J great and a lot of people o\"er 30 
spent their time touring the cam- and under 10 were sitting in the 
pus, reviewing the happenings at bleachers watching the game 
home and just "visiting" with The Speech Pathology Frater-
their children. Activities planned nity, Sigma Alpha Eta, im·ited 
weeks in advance were forgotten the parents and students of the 
at the reunion of parents and department to sec the new Eur-
organization which is closest to _______________ 1 students. , mg Clinic, \\ hieh is located in 
the students themselves. I Maybe because it was a big the basement of Dorm 9 (L\"Oll 
It was said, concerning Parents parental permisswn will have a football weekend at Cornell o~' Hall) and to v1s1t \\ith the fac~lt\ 
Weekend, that more publicity was 3:00 a.m. curfew on ~riday and maybe because 1t was held ~o. of Speech Path. Coffee and d~-
needed and affairs such as this 4 :00 a.m: Saturday. :'-'1ckcts _are early, it seems that Parents! nuts were srr\"ed while parents 
should have better and more cf- not required for admittance mto \Veekend was Just another ordi-, met \\'Ith the facultv. 
feetivc publicity. thc dorm as in the paSt . nary weekend to most people. I Howland llall or· Dorm 3. de-
Student Congress Shorts: The I.F.C, _will b: sponsoring two The Honors Convocation held I pending on what year you arc, 
Women's Governing Board listed blood dnves this year and plans Saturday morning was the most: \\Clcomed the parents \\Ith a 
the curfews concerning Fall are in the process as to commit- inspiring that this reporter has I huge sign on the front of the 
Weekend. With parental pcrmis- tees and dates. ever attended, but the audience' clorm1tory Hdreshments were 
sion women will have all night The meeting ended early with was primarily made up of faculty I ,en·ed on Saturday afternoon and 
curfews until 9:00 a.m. the next plans of Freshman elections and I members. Granted, it was held j many fathers were found s1ttmg 
morning. (Same regulation as new ideas circulating through the early in the morning and there I m the TV lounge "atching the 
girls with keys). Girls without I students' minds. was very little publicity, but this! fotball ganw 





Students to be 
on Curriculum 
Committee 
Ciardi Voices His 
~," ,. Personal Views 
"Our generation had a, reason be. bankclerks." Again, he feels r 
for fighting in World War Il but that the student must have 1:n- t 
the Viet Nam is so full of ques- thusiasm and interest in litera. 
tions that it is hard to form a ture in the beginni~g. He said, ,i 
definite opinion." These are the "Our culture is now involved with ,, 
words of John , Ciardi, author, mass social education rather than 
lecturer, scholar. In a special mental education. Our collt·ges ', 
press conference and open lee- should strive to meet the chaJ. ;. 
ture, John Ciardi gave his opin- lenges of both." Ciardi's exam-
ions on the thought provoking pie for mass education was "in ~ 
issues of the day. some colleges it is possible to ~ 
Marine Lieutenant Newkirk, 
Officer Selection Officer, will visit 
the campus on October 10th and 
11th between the hours of 10:00 
a m. and 2:00 p.m. to discuss the 
the Marine Officer training pro-
grams available to college stu-
dents and interview those stu-
dents interested. 
Lieutenant Newkirk points out 
that all Marine training in the 
undergraduate programs (Platoon 
Leaders Class) is done during the 
summer with no interference dur-
ing the school year. Other fea-
tures include possible starting 
monthly pay up to $607 .38 for 
ground officers and $742.38 for 
pilots, selection of training either 
as a Marine pilot or a Marine 
ground officer, and the assurance 
of a commission with immediate 
assignment to active duty upon 
graduation. The Platoon Leaders 
Class (Ground) and Platoon Lead-
ers Class (Aviation) programs 
are available to freshman, sopho-
mores and juniors. 
Lieutenant Newkirk also states 
that for the college senior the 
Marine Corps offers a commission 
upon successful completion of a 
ten week Officers Candidate 
Course. Again the option of 
selecting ground or aviation train-
ing is provided. 
For further information see 
Lieutenant Newkirk when he 
On a number of occasions, stu-
dent body president Dan Karson 
has indicated that there existed a 
communications gap between the 
students and the administration. 
Recently, Karson met with Doctor 
Dillingham and discussed such 
a gap. 
Dr. Dillingham agreed that the 
gap could effectively be closed 
with closer relations between the 
student body and the administra-
tion and he consented to meet 
periodically with representatives 
from the campus media to discuss 
recent and potential decisions and 
Concefl"ts to be 
Given lby EUIB 
by Richard Fuller 
The Egbert Union Board is pre-
senting two concerts of not dur-
ing the month of November. The 
first to be presented will be 
Henry L. Scott, a pianist-come-
dian, on Saturday, November 2, 
1968, at 8: 15 p.m. The second to 
be presented is The Bobby 
Hutcherson Quintet in Concert. 
They will perform on Saturday, 
November 23, 1968, at 8:00 p.m. 
Both concerts will take place in 
Ford Hall Auditorium. Tickets 
are available at the Union desk. 
visits the campus or write: Of- CONVOCATION 
ficer Selection Office, O'Donnell Continued from page 1 
Building, 321 Erie Boulevard 




Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<> 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
Dr. Pasternack showed us how 
to grow with I.C. and proved how 
one can leave a part of them-
selves behind once they've grad-
uated. 
Daniel Baker followed Dr. 
Pasternat:k's speech with _one of 
his own. This was the first time 
LEE1 S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Frank Hammer 
144 E. State St. 
The Number 1 Jewelers of the Nation 
By Brand Name Foundations, Inc. 
EXPERT WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR 
Exclusive I.C. Physical Therapy 
Ring & Pin Distributor 
272-1810 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m. 
SELlL !BOTTOM .DIE.ANS 
JUST RECEIVED 
$5.88* Clll'Hfl $6.88* 
*Hip Hugger Style in 
!Blue - Corduroy - Denim Stripes 
'B 06-108 N. Cayuga ·st. 
policies. 
The Ithacan 'and WICB along 
with Public Relations Director 
Lanny Frattare will begin this 
practice shortly. 
In light of the President's an-
nounced retirement, Dan ~arson 
requested that students be repre-
sented on the search committee 
for a new president. The college 
president found this acceptable. 
Karson will contact Dr. Carroll 
Newsom, chairman of this com-
mittee :;nd a member of the 
Board of Trustees to discuss the 
matter. 
that a student has addressed a 
convocation and may be the be-
ginning of a tradition. 
Danny· spoke on the obligations 
that we have to society and man-
kind in general. He said that 
"when a student accepts a school 
as his choice for education, he 
has an obligation to this school 
and himself to get a well rounded 
education". To attain this we 
must get involved. 
Provost Robert l\L Davies gave 
the Recognition of Honor Stu-
dents, expressing his congratula-
tions and promotion of others to 
share this honor. 
A book plate is being sent to 
the Honor students of Summa and 
Magun Cum Laude. They may 
place it in any paperback book 
they would like in honor of their 
recognition. 
Professor. James A. Freeman 
was presented with a citation by 
President Dillingham. 
In a formal letter; to Student 
Body President Dan Karson, the 
Curriculum Committee bas 
agreed to seat two students as 
members on a regular basis. Dr. 
Cronkite, committee chairman, 
addressed the letter to Karson, 
approving the request made 
earlier by the student president. 
Students will be nominated to 
serve on the Curriculum Commit-
tee by the Executive Committee 
of Student Government and ap-
proved by Student Congress. Con-
gress will submit six names from 
which the Curriculum Committee 
will select two, one junior and 
one senior. 
In receiving the committee's 
approval, Dan Karson expressed 
the feeiing that it was an im-
portant step· forward, one that 
could contribute immensely to 
closing the gap in communica-
tions between the students, the 
faculty, and the administration. 
8.C. Enrollment 
Increases Again 
Enrollment figures released by 
Ithaca College last week set stu-
dent population for the fall term 
at 3,535, an increase of 158 stu-
dents over last year's high en-
rollment of 3,377. 
Held in the Union Rec. Room on get a B.A. for four years of at- /' 
Wed., September 25, the lecture tendance by sticking to minimum ,; 
requirements only." i 
a College?" However, the re-covered the topic "What Good is Ciardi also thought that coJ.l ,. 
noun Ciardi seemed to include lege students should question is-
his philosophy on life and· poli- sues but that sometimes in the 
tics in the press conference and romance and adventuri:! of the 
lecture. Today's younger genera- actual confrontation they lose 
tion often complains about a lack sight of the issue. He believes 
of understanding in many of their that the Columbia revolt helped ,' 
views, philosophical and political. to wake up the administration : 
Says Ciardi "Though I don't and to improve standards, but l 
agree with many of their opin- that much of the destruction in- . 
ions, I can understand why they valved with the revolt was un-
called for. "It is good to reform 1 
disesnt, and sympathize." the establishment but to destroy ' 
In lecture, Ciardi's speech was it, is defeating its purpose." 
concerned with what a liberal Politically, Ciardi -quipped that I 
arts college should try and pre- he would "feel a lot better if 
pare its students for. He felt Muskee were running for Presi- · 
that the most important goals are dent and Hubert were Vice-Presi- . 
to be human, to realize that "it dent. Muskee seems like a dedi- ~ 
has happened before and to real- cated and able man who would ac- q 
ize that man will continue to make complish much." 
Professor Freeman came to I.C. 
in 1931 and coached both football 
and baseball. He found the base-
ball club only existing for one 
year and worked to have thirty 
out of thirty-one years of winning 
baseball. Seventy-two of his play-
ers have gone on to professional 
baseball and besides coaching, he 
has done an outstanding job of 
teaching physiology. 
mistakes." Finally, he felt that Concerning the D"e m O c rat i c 
one should have the ability to Convention, he was very disturb-
project oneself into another situa- ed at the action of the Chicago 
tion. The last characteristic is police. He feels Daley "white. 
especially one of a liberal educa- washed the entire situation" and I 
tion. because the student is not was disappointed in Humphrey l 
confmed to one narrow phase of for not saying publicly he 
Of the total enrollment, 3,466 study. . said, that we talk about civil : 
attend classes on the Ithaca cam- He discussed briefly the U.S. disobedience yet no one can clear-
pus, while 69 students enrolled 
in the physical therapy program 
are working under clinical condi-
tions at various hospitals in New 
position in Viet Nam, stating that ly define it. The demonstrators i 
if he were in the pcsition of wanted to violate the law but did ' 
fighting he would not know which not want to face the consequen- ~ 
side to take. ces. The police were too brutal 
In the press conference previ- but they had a job to do. "A 
York City. ous to his speech, Ciardi spoke weakness of thes·human race is 
A population breakdown shows openly on various topics. When that when tempers get hot, blood 
that 1,555 of the students are asked if literature could be flows and in the end we lose 
Professor Freeman has been 
elected to the American Coaches' 
Hall of Fame and after national 
recognition of fifty years in his 
profession, the 1968 Honors Con-
vocation saluted Professor James 
A. Freeman. 
men and 1,980 are women. The 
freshman class with a population 
of 1,053 is the largest. The sopho-
more class is second with 965 stu-
dents. There are 752 juniors and 
765 seniors. 
The arts and sciences program 
taught effectively to all students, perspective of what was right 
he replied that "we must admit and let our emotions control our 
that some souls were · meant to actions." 
President Dillingham also an-
nounced the formation of a com-
mittee of two students and one 
faculty of each school to elect 
those to be put up for honors. 
This will start in the Fall of 1969. 
More information will be found 
in the coming editions of the 
Ithacan. 
at the College has the largest Students are invited to attend a his attention on 20th century fic-1 
enrollment with 2,366 students, lecture by James McConkey, As- -tion and poetry, in which fields 
while the music school has an en- sociate Professor of English at he has achieved distinction as a , 
rollment of 424. The physical edu- Cornell University, who will literary critic and creative writer. · 
Cornell B:aglisla Prolesso, 
ro Spealc Here 'Wedaesday 
cal therapy program. 
speak Wednesday, October 9, at He's the author of ''The Novel of 
cation program has 445 students 8:00 p.m. in B-102 on "James Bald- E. M. Forster," ''Night Stand" (a) 
and 300 students are in the physi- win and Saul Bellow." This lee- collection of short stories), and· 
ture is being given under the "Crossroads" (1967), an autobio-
auspices of Epsilon Nu Gamma graphical novel. "Crossroads," 
(ENG), the literary club of Ithaca which has received favorable re- I 
College. A Saxton Memorial views, was originally published i 
Trust fellow in 1962-63, Professor in separate sketches in the "Hud- I 
Mcconkey received his Ph.D. son Review," "New Yorker," I 
from the State University of "Sewanee Review," and "Per-
Iowa and has since concentrated spective." In reviewing it for the , 
BLOW YOURSELF UP 
TO POSTER SIZE 
Get yout own Photo poster. Send any Black and White ·or 
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magulne pfioto. 
PERFECT POP ART A $25.00 Value for 
Polter l'Olled and malled In a!Urdy 2 3 Ft s3so tube. Orlglnal returned undamaged. x • Add SIC f« l)C)Slago and handling for EACH Item ordered, Add Local Sales Tex. No C.O.D. Send dieck 
QISh or l,\.O. To: 3ll4 Ft.-$7.50 
PHOJO MJlGIC ~Ml for2a3Ft. ~-~n'?!UO 
210 E. 23rd St., Dept. C-528, New· York, N.Y. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 
KITIY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 
THE WEEKEND 
ACTION SPOT 
IF AMOUS FOR • • • 
BEEF IN ALL ITS 
GLORY 
a 9 I I I I • I I I I I •
1 FLORENCE1S 
Wedding Gowns. Tulle, I 
. Materials & Crowns 




"New York Times Book Review," 
David Dempsey commented that 
it "is one writer's attempt to J 
build his own cathedral. In the 
scheme of literary edifices, per-
haps it is no more than a cnapel, 
but. i~ it, ~e has ~ucceeded in I 
purifying his own life and in so 
doing he touches our deepest 
selves." Professor McConkey's lec-
ture will be followed by a dis-
cussion period. 
:tX+: ... -......~--x-:o+t~~X~"<+(.._...,.~h...,.l>-:-<t .. : ...... ..-.; 
' . 1 l King Submarine House i 
! ~ .J -~r1:1i{JIII v.ff&W ~1~ 
~ . f 272 - 9585 i' f 405 Eddy St. Collegetown jj 
i: Try Our: ~;-I 
? HOT COSMOS ::: i HOT HAM & PEPPERONI :j: 
:;: HOT MEAT BALL ::: ~ t f HOT BEEF ~: J Win a FREE SUB with a Red Star Receipt! { 
f ! 
l.'4+: .. :-: .. :-:-:w. ... :+.t-:-:...:-:..:+-t .... : ... ~~~:....:-:-:++:-x-:-: .. : ... ~:..:~-:-:-,..: .. :-x~:-:-:-:· ~ 
FALL WEEKEND 
WILL BE DIFFERENT 
Interfraternity Council Presi-
dent, Tom Pandick, has an-
nounced that this year's Pall 
weekend will be quite different 
from those of the past. In an at-
tempt not to use the same facili-
ties for every week-end, the Fall 
weekend Committee has hh-ed a 
tent to be set up on the quad in 
which the IF'C CARNIVAL will 
be held. There will be a dozen 
Greek organizations represented 
at the carnival, each with a game 
booth of its own chosing. The 
games will range from pie throw-
ing to wheels of fortune and 
water dunking. All game tickets 
will be in 10¢ denominations so 
an inexpensive good time may be 
had by all. The band for this 
year's carnival is the PINEAP-
PLE HERD who have frequented 
the "Warehouse." This group has 
an excellent sound and they con-
centrate on the Top 40 sounds. 
With beer on sale and the sounds 
of the HERD ... hang on. 
Another innovation for Fall 
Weekend this year will be NO 
CURFEWS for females with 
parental permission (or 3 a.m. on 
I Friday and 4 a.m. on Saturday for those without parental per-
' 
mission). To provide entertain-
ment for the students- who do 
not have a lodge party to attend, 
the Terrace Lounge will be open 
until 6:30 a.m. both nights fea-
turing live and recorded music. 
On Saturday evening . . 9:00 
THE LE'ITERMEN. 
Following the concert the 2nd 
dance will be held in the tent on 
the quad. The group performing 
for this dance will be ANDY and 
THE CLASSICS from Utica. This 
group plays the "soul" sounds of 
The Four Tops, Supremes, and 
the Temptations to name a few. 
Another fine band for the danc-
ing wonders of the weekend. 
Beer will be on sale also at this 
dance to quench your thirst from 
the hot concert and the exercise 
from dancing. 
On Sunday afternoon, the an-
nual GREEK SING will take place 
in the Recreation Room of the 
Cnion at 2:00. This provides the 
fraternities and sororities the 
chance to show their musical 
talents. Always an excellent per-
formance by those who partici-
pate and well worth attending. · 
The price of the weekend 
Ticket is $8.00. This ticket en-
titles entrance for two to all the 
·" en?nts mentioned above. It is a 
tainment you'll receive through-
out the Weekend. Tickets are on 
sale in the Union Lobby daily 
from 9-4. 
CornelB Gr<D~ 
To Be B.C. 
French TeacheD' 
by Linda Garrett 
A new faculty member on the 
Ithaca College campus this year 
is Mrs. Sorenson. Mrs. Sorenson 
teaches three elementary French 
courses and is in charge of the 
Language Lab in the Arts and 
Sciences building. 
In discussing the lab Mrs. 
Sorenson pointed out that al-
though the lab is primarily used 
for language students, other al-
so make use of the facilities. 
Language tapes are purchased 
with textbooks and retaped to suit 
the individual professors' needs. 
Lectures, dramatic readings, and 
musical selections can also be 
made available on tape. Con-
nected with the lab are areas for 
listening in the library, the in-
firmary, and the East and West 
Towers. 
Before coming to I.C. Mrs. 
Sorenson was a graduate student 
at Cornell University. She re-
ceived both her BA and MA in 
Romance Literature from Cornell, 
and is presently working toward 
her PhD. Previously, she taught 
languages on the secondary 
school level for two and a half 
years. 
Country Dnlnl 
Rte. 96-B, Danby, N.Y. 





Open 11 a.m. 
Grant Jones--Prop. 
Drama Il))epartmen1t 
IP':ir<eS<e1ID.il:§ eeMary' Mall.9y'' 
by Sherry Klapper 
The drama department began 
its program this year with the 
presentation of "Mary, Mary," a 
sophisticated comedy concerning 
marriage and divorce, written by 
Jean Kerr. The first performance 
was given Friday afternoon at 
4 o'clock for all students in the 
drama and speech department. 
The evening shows for both Fri-
day and Saturday night were 
complete sellouts days in ad-
vance. "Mary, Mary" was directed 
by Eleanor Thompson with Don-
na Snethen for stage manager. 
The cast and crew had three 
weeks of rehearsal time which 
was held from 4 to 6 every day. 
The cast included William 
Biskup as Bob Mckellaway, a New 
York publisher who has tax dif-
ficulties especially with the 
alimony involved in his divorce 
from hs wife, Mary, played by 
Lynn Pheasant. Bob calls his tax 
lawyer, Oscar Nelson, to help him 
with the alimony problem. The 
divorce, however, is not final for 
another two weeks, then Bob 
plans to marry Tiffany Richards, 
a young, beautiful girl, played by 
Gail Oscar. 
former tenant," Mary, and some-
how decides that Bob still loves 
Mary. 
Meanwhile, Dirk asks Mary to 
go to New Orleans with him, and 
when Mary decides that she will 
go, Bob locks her in the closet. 
He doesn't know that Mary has 
a key and can come out when-
ever she wants. Like most "hap-
pily ever after stories," Mary 
suddenly comes out of the closet 
to end the play in a final Jove 
scene during which Mary and 
Bob decide to make another try 
in their marriage. 
In the technical viewpoint, 
Saturday's crew experienced a 
little blackout difficulty due to 
a short circuit in the lighting 
controls. But, "the show must go 
on" and the crew managed to 
get everything in order so that 
the show did continue. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
Bob's friend Dirk Winston, a 
famous movie actor, portrayed by 
Pete Hooten, enters the scene to 
"make a play" for Mary. Mary is , 
awed by his attention and his 
MGM charm, but Bob becomes 
suddenly jealous. At this point, 
Tiffany decides to "speak to the 
H & H Liquor ct Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
rFRATERNDTY JEWELRY 
by B... G. BALFOUR CO. 
Dthaca College Class Rings 
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by Chris Angle 
Is Ithaca College becoming, considered starting their own 
part of the "Morale Rearmament I group; and, this year, Father Graf 
Move~ent?"_ It ~pepars so! Father I h_as m?ved to action. So far, about 
Graf 1s begrnnmg an LC. group sixty-five J.C. students have join-
to join the "Up With People" ed this group as guitarists, sing-
compaign. I ers, managers, publicity agents, 
This nonprofit organization. etc. The group hopes to perform 
had its beginning in a small com-1 for the public in the spring. 
munity, Mackinac Island, Michi- Father Graf hopes to increase 
gan, several years ago. The move- the membership and invites any-
ment quickly spread over the one to join this group. If you are 
world but only recently received interested, come ready for act10n 
national fame after an hour-long to one of the weekly meetings 
television special. held Sunday evenings at 7:00 in 
Last year, a few J.C. students 
1 
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9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
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EMMICK MOTOR CC. 
Montour Falls 
The area1s most interesting deaBership. 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars. including such 
names as Porsche. Jaguar, Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot. MG, Austin Healey. Renault, 
Sunbeam, Check.er. Plymouth, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stl'ock. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'ill 9 
Service By Appoin~ent Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
EXPERT REPAIRS 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - "IT'iD"es 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 BJ?··· g 
continues with his 
IPIR.DCE SILASHDNG IR.AMIP.AGrE Y Y Y 
$4.79 lLIP's ltllil' ltD N. Vo Dow o~ $3.47 
$5.19 [Lf?'s D"ecllll.llcedl fro ltlll1'il ltllmG22:oirn91 $4. ]9 
11..owesil' !Permanent lP Prices for Any Complete Record Ouil'let in N.Y. 
U ~ IJ)eS $6. 91 
Over 300 (more to come!) 
S track, factory - sealed, -
guaranteed car tapes. 
Stereo !Equipment soon tl'o come! 
But, An Amazing Sale Pirice 
l?R.US 
FINAILLY A complete, low-priced, qualifl'y record-tape-stereo stoire. 
406 College Ave. Across from Triangle 
\. 
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Editorials Letters to the Editor 
1FolLil.rrth Convocation Provokes 
§lUlgge§tions And CJritticism 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. 
~II letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
· Letters must not exceed 400 words. 
tack on Professor Daly. Any com. 
parison between Professor Daly 
and Mayor Daley is sheer folly, 
because frankly, we don't think 
Miss Rawlings knows enough 
about either man to make such 
a generalized and absurd state. 
ment. 
Althuogh we weren't at either of 
the so-called dramatic appear. 
ances involving Prcfcssor Daly, 
we suspect that: "reaction. 
ary, bombastic, old-politics style 
remarks" alleged to h;m is in. 
deed an exaggeration of the 
truth. For we who have had Pro. 
fcssor Daly as an instructor, know 
him to be an interesting, fair. 
minded, and enlightening profcs. 
sor, whose lectures do not include 
slanted views, and who is compe. 
tent in his field. 
\\'c ha\'e now attended four conYocation at 
Ithaca College. ;\ t this time \, C' off c>r vur ~. :~ 
gestions and cri ricisms. 
Attendance at these events has fallen fiom 
poor to pitiful. Even the students who Wl're 
honored lase Saturday at the Honors Convo-
cation didn't show up, for the most pan. 
Some of them recieved notification of this 
honor just two days before the Convocation 
was to take place. Perhaps if the exact nature 
of the Convocation was fully explained to all 
students, especially those involved in it, there 
would have been greater interest :rnd greater 
attendance. Ac 1t occurred the Honors Con,·o-
cation was certainly not that. 
The time of the Convocation program was 
also a bit early. Since the program was short 
and moved very quickly, starting at 10:30 or 
11 :00 would not ha Ye made it necessary to 
get up quite as early as one had to. 
Another thought to consider is that most of 
the parents attending the weekend were those 
of Freshmen. S111ce no Frosh were honored 
and there seems a great interest on the par-
ents part to just visit with their son or 
daughter, perhaps the Convocation can be 
scheduled for another weekend during the 
academic year. 
These are just some thou/!hts we feel should 
be consideired in planning next year's pro-
gram. Otherwise, as we stated before, the 
Convocation went extremely smoothly. Dr. 
Pasternack's speech discussing the achieve-
ments of Ithaca College and its faculty during 
the past several years was most informative 
and enlightening. l\1r. Daniel Baker, senior 
Chemistry major, the other Convocation 
speaker, delivered a most timely and thought-
provoking address. 
The citation to Ivfr. James Freeman was 
truly a most moving and stirring one. The 
entire program was really quite exciting arid 
interesting. \Ve do so wish however, that more 
in the way of recognition be given to these 
outstanding students and that they be in-
formed well in advance of this high honor. 
Apology 
Editor: 
I would like to publicly apolo-
gize to every Ithaca College stu-
dent, but especially to the Black 
students at our school. On Mon-
day night a discussion was sched-
uled entitled "Nigger Go Home." 
Because it was Parents Weekend, 
and because of my choice of 
words, the Black students, and 
several of the white "Students, 
were quite angry (and that is by 
far too mild a term) and right-
fully so. I would like this to be 
a sincere apology to them, their 
parents and friends who may 
have been offended. I do not do 
this under any pressure because 
I really believe I goofed. Though 
I am president of Forensics, I 
take complete responsibility for 
all problems. As I hope most 
realized, my intentions were good 
but that does not obscure the fact 




Dear Mr. Hyman, 
cussions ought to be regarded by 
the academic community as· a 
commendable gesture. I only wish 
more students and faculty evinced 
as much concern for education as 
Professor Daly. 
Sincerely, 
Richard L. DeMolcn 
Dept. of History 
More Def~nse 
Editor 
We were particularly disturbed 
by a letter that appeared in last 
week's issue of The Ithacan. 
Lynne Rawlings' comments were 
nothing short of an outright at-
We agree, for the most part, 
with Professor Daly in sticking 
with the old established style of 
education. This style is by no 
means perfect, although a better 
style bas yet to be discovered. 
Please turn to page 8 
The Spectator 
by Pete Cowan 
After scoring an upset in the Democratic primaries, Paul 
O'Dwyer is hoping for another one in November. He is running 
against the popular Jacob J avits for U. S. Senator. Although 
Javits has more support than any other Republican in Kew 
York State, this reporter believes that O'Dwyer is the man to 
watch. Javits believes in "peace and justice ... on every 
frontier." Unfortunately, belief in something and doing some-
thing about it are two different things. 
Ithaca <CQllege Debators 
Are A Forgotten Tealll 
Miss Lynne Rawling's attempt 
in last week's Ithacan to draw a 
meaningful parallel between the 
actions of the Mayor of Chicago 
at the recent D.N.C. and those of 
Prof. Richard Daly at two stu-
dent-faculty forums suffers from 
acute myopia. More serious, how-
ever, than Miss Rawling's in-
ability to construct a parallel is 
the logical implication of her 
conclusion. Similarities in style 
do not necessarily result in com-
mon ideological agreements nor 
docs a successful attack on one's 
methods invalidate the soundness 
of one's ideas. Even eighteenth 
century despots had been known 
to express an "enlightened" idea 
We read about the number of Senate committees on which 
J avits sits. This is fine he shows interest in the problems of 
today, or is it just to spread his name? Where are the results? 
Can he take the credit for the work of these committees? The 
answer is no. For results look to Paul oiDwyer. 
He is the man who successfully defended civil rights 
workers in Mississippi. He campaigned for the negro candi-
dates who were to become the first of their race in Mississippi 
legilature since rcconstru,ction. He proposed the minimum 
wage law for New York City employees and won Spanish 
literacy voting tests for Puerto Ricans. Along with his concern 
for the worker and all minority groups, comes a deep concern 
about the position of the administration on the Viet Nam war. 
There is a forgotten team at Ithaca College. 
Last year this team travelled over five thous-
and miles and competed in twenty tourna-
ments against eighty different schools such 
as Berkeley, Houston, Georgia, \Vest Point, 
Columbia, Loyola, Vermont, Eastern Tennes-
see, \Vaterloo, and Oxford: · schools from 
twenty-seven states and three countries. But 
no one at Ithaca knows. Each year ·this team 
deals with a crucial social issue of our time 
such as law enforcement, a guaranteed col-
lege education, poverty, and executive control 
of foreign policy. But no one at Ithaca knows. 
Studies have shown that members of this team 
stand a much greater chance of achieving suc-
cess than the average college graduate. 
Studies such as that conducted by FREE-
DOM & UNION MAGAZINE of one hundred 
and sixty Senators, Congressmen, Governors, 
Supreme Court Justices, Cabinet members, 
and other leaders which revealed that one 
hundred of them had had experience on a 
similar team· in high school or college. But 
no one at Ithaca knows. 
What is this forgotten team? It is the 
Ithaca College Debate Team. This year the 
team will be debating the national topic, "Re-
solved: That Executive Control of United 
States Foreign Policy Should be Significantly 
Curtailed." Every Monday night at 6:30 
the team meets in Union room 5 to discuss 
the topic and select tournaments. But unlike 
Harvard, Berkeley, Columbia, and West 
Point, when Ithaca College's debate team 
meets, very few people are there. Is this only 
because no one at Ithaca knows? Or is it be-
cause no one at Ithaca cares? 
Does The Library Staff 
Love Parents.More Than Us 
Two weeks ago we spoke of the extensive 
preparations for Parents W cekcnd that were 
noticable on campus. Last Saturday and Sun-
day the parents had use of another con-
venience not given to students or faculty this 
year - they were able to exit the library 
from the first floor. 
Although there were only three ;tudcnts 
studying there at the time we checked, all 
desks· ·were staffed. Obviously the library 
didn't expect a great crush of ambitious stu-
dents on Parents Weekend, and decide to 
accommodate them with two entrances and 
exits. 
What· happened to the talk of no money to 
staff this check-out desk? If everyone forgets 
about it on Parents Weekend, why not do 
the same every day, when the library is in 
great use? 
Students pay an extremely high tuition 
rate. Frosh pay $1960 per year and will pay 
$2100 next year. (Oh, you didn't know tui-
tion went up? No, no,one told us either, we 
just happened to notice it in next year's cata-
log.) For this amount of money, don't we 
even have the right to us all proper exits in 
the building? 
We really think that this is an absurd topic 
for an editorial, but when a beautiful modern 
library is built with three floors, with pos-
sible exp.ansion to five floors. Can you imagine 
going in on the first floor and having to go 
up to the fifth floor and then go out the door 
and back down the stairs to exit) must you 
go up and down the stairs just to return a 
book? 
\Vhat a ridiculous situation! Perhaps we can 
form a student-faculty-administration com-
mittee to "look" into the entering and exiting 
problems that now exist at the Ithaca Col-
lege library". Can _we exert enough pressure 
so that we who use the library may have the 
same convenience that parents and guests re-
ceive when just looking at it? · 
or two. · 
While we may not always con-
cur with Professor Daly's opin-
ions, as members of the I.e. com-
munity, we must recognize and 
defend his right to express con-
troversial ideas on contemporary 
issues. Surely, Mr. Daly's willing: 
ness to participate in these dis-
U.P.I. 
C.P.S. 
The crux of his campaign is his desire for us to be out of 
Viet Nam. He helped found the Coalition for a Dcmocra tic 
McCarthy in his bid for the presidency. 
Those who watched the Democratic convention on T.V. 
saw O'Dwyer speak ·out against the brutality and disorgani-
zation in Chicago, calling for an end to the convention. 
Obviously, he is a man who cares, but better than that, 
he is a man who does something about it. A strong showing by 
O'Dwyer in the Senatorial race will show the Democratic party 
how the people of New York feel about the war and cinl 
rights. It may even convince the party that their policy of 
fo1Iowing the current administration's views is unfit for the 
American public. It is the opinion of this reporter that O'Dvvycr 
may very well receive more votes than Humphrey in New 
York. It is my hope that the Democratic party will realize 
the significance of such an occurrence and change its policies. 
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by George Budin 
Recently, your's truly was struck a mortal blow. What I at 
first thought was nothing more than a cold a'go-go, turned out 
to be none other than the curse of the college student, mono-
nucleosis. This in itself is not funny but it was great news 
to some who detest my form of wit (or the lack of it). What 
I found to be funny, in a frustrating sore of way, were some 
ciricumstances and happenstances connected with my visit to 
our friendly campus clinic. 
The first big hurdle was the determination of my condition. 
I walked into the clinic and described my symptoms to the 
nurse. After she finished jotting down everything, I inquired 
what she. thought I had. She replied, "an educated hangover." 
Soon after, I found myself a't the business end of a tongue de-
pressor and a flashlight. The doctor pronounced my doom -
mono! This was the extreme low point of my college career 
to date. I had hoped so much to be different, to rise above 
mediocrity. Why should I have to come down with mono-
nucleosis like every other college bum? Why couldn't I have 
something with little class like stereonucleosis? 
My fate sealed, I was introduced t? the Tr~n~ylvanian 
delegation to Ithaca College, two charmmg technicians who 
smiled sweetly as they drew blood from my arm - slowly. I 
asked how the tsest went. When I received the reply "it's 
really good," somehow I don't nithk I was as comforted as I 
think I should have been. 
After my first night, I was gently awakened at six a.m. 
by the sensation of a thermometer being thrust under my 
tongue. This occurred before I could utter a word of protest, 
scream or say AAAAHH. After "breakfast on bed" ( that's. 
where ~ost of it fell) I decided to re-fill my water jug. No 
sooner had I stepped out of bed when one of the maids 
warned me "don't step on the dead flies, I sweep them up, take 
them home and make raisin bread." Needless to say, I am 
never going'_to be able to look another piece of raisin bread in 
the face agam. 
A whole lot of -fun is in store for the mono victim when he 
phones home to explain. he has not. been "making out" ~x-
ccssively, has been studymg, and eatmg pr~perly. Wo~ beti~e 
unto the ear of said student should ·he fail to convm<;e his 
parents that his condition has not resulted from leadmg a 
generally letcherous life. Believe me, I know. . . 
All good things must come to an end and so 1t w~s with 
my stay at the infirmary. The doctor gave me some pills and 
sent me on my merrv - mono way. One thing rather dis-
turbs me about these· pills. They taste great, I'm not com-
plainingf about that, its the inscription on them that bothers 
me-M&M. 
205 Elmira Rd., S. Albany Ext. - Ithaca, N.Y, 
SPECIALIZING ... 
STEAKS CHOPS LOBSTER 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
Visit Our New Char Pit 
See Your Steaks Being Charcoaled 
lounge Opens 4 P.M. to 1 A.M. 
Dinner Served_ 5 P.M. to 10 P.M. 
FOR- RESERVATIONS 273-0777 
A few 1968 Ithaca College 







306 E. State St. 
Est. 1919 
A View From The JLefft 
by Kavin Brownell 
Force and direction, two of the most important ingredients 
of any student movement, seem to be lacking on the Ithaca 
College campus. As one example, look at the now rather de-
pleted argument against the use of Mace on school grounds. 
There were leaders and there were followers, but there was no 
recognized organization to be used as a rallying point. 
May I offer one possibility for a solution? The forma-
tion of a student activist group on campus, one such as the 
Students for a Democratic Society, would be more than helpful. 
This is not a new idea. It has been discussed privately for a 
number of years. It is time the discussion was brought out 
into the open, where everyone may see it. In a recent survey 
taken in Holmes Hall, the experimental coed dorm, sixteen 
people signed an interest sheet declaring their attraction to the 
idea of an SOS chapter at Ithaca. Supposing Holmes Hall to 
be representative of the entire campus, fourteen percent is a 
rather impressive figure, considering the past political atmos-
phere of J.C. 
Such an SDS chapter would be broad based in nature ... 
working against the establishment in some aspects, while stay-
ing within the framework for other~, trying to beat society at 
its own game. We could not lose sight of the ideological goals 
of a pure student activist coalition, but, on the other hand, 
we could not disavow ourselves of reality, either. 
This structure would serve as a center for the mobilization 
of the liberal and New Left elements on our campus. The 
force and direction now absent from such movements as the 
anti-Mace drive or the Students and Faculty Against the War 
in Viet Nam could be instilled by use of one, common organi-
zation, the Students for a Democratic Society. 
I can write all of the left-of-center columns in the world. 
Discussion forums can exist for the next two thousand years. 
We can wait for another McCarthy or Kennedy until we die. 
But, nothing will really be done until we go out and do it. 
KLINES_ PHARMACY 
For every $3 purchase you receive a 
large box of focial tissue. 
WE HONOR LOVE CARDS 
WE CASH CHECKS 
112 N. Aurora St. 
~ AT CoSENTINI SMoE STol!IE 
t~ E. • STATE 9T. I) 
~ILY c:a: 00- s:oo F'Rl»A't.i -0,.(l <i):oo 
Wining ways with leather! 
Continental hardware brings 
a bold loak to the vamp of 
this mocc toe sportster. 
Rounded squarish toe and a blockish 
9 /8 heel. Perky yet comfortable. 
fast, Speedy Sorvico ... All Wark Guaranteed 
FONTANA'S SHOE SALES 
& BUILDERS 
401 Eddy Stroet 
Ithaca, Now York 
Caesar Fontana 
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by Rich Ncwbc~g 
"Keep the beat, baby!" That's 
the new weekend programming 
policy on WICB FM. Direction5 is 
the name Bob Shulman has given 
to his folk-rock show on Friday 
nights. From 10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m., 
the lines are open for your re-
quests. In the near future, Shul-
man plans to broadcast live per-
formances from the WICB FM 
studio. 
editing, take this opportumty to 
become a vital part of the WICB 
radio operation. Come down to 
the WICB Newsroom <in the new 
Performing Arts Building) and 
sign up now'. 
Graduate Recordl 
!Exam Deadline 
Students can obtain informa-
tion about the Graduate Record 
Bruce Berlinger's Hard Rock Examinations (GRE) from the 
EJCperiment has been extended Graduate Studies Office. Job Hall. 
two hours. Audience response to We have the registration ma-
this unique sound (he plays terials for those who plan to take 
groups that nobody's heard of) the GRE on October 26, 1968. The 
has been overwhelming. The Ex- deadline date for registration is 
periment can be heard from 10:00 October 8. 
p.m.-2:00 a.m. every Saturday Ithaca College is a Test Center 
evening. The Chuck Adams Rock for the October, December and 
Show keeps the weekend beat January examination dates. If you 
goin' right up to Sunday-mid- plan to take the GRE in Spring 
night. 1969, Cornell University is a Test 
WICB News is looking for stu- Center for the April exam. 
dents to join their fast-moving For further information, please 
team. Students in all departments stop by the Graduate Studies Of. 
are eligible. Whether your inter-j fice. All the necessary registra-
est is news reporting, writing, or tion forms are on hand. 
!FillDestt 0011 
{!JJ ndetrf ashio1111s 
-~ 
v.isift ouB' shop Uorr 
Uatest 011» ffa88 fashions 
156 IE. State St., Ithaca, N. V. 
PHONE 272-1006 
"Remember A Specialist Can Always Serve 
You Better" 
with the diamond held high in four prongs to 
accentuate the positive. A classic setting 
since before the turn of the century, when the 
fashion of the single diamond came into being. 
Illustration slightly enlarged 
Est. 1875 
136 E. State St. Phone 272-1331 
'·' 
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Linda Brunie of Gamma Delta Pi 
Nominated by Kappa Gamma Psi 
Gail Oscar of Theta Alpha Phi 
Nominated by Theta Alpha Phi 
Jo Lynn Seibert of Delta Phi Zeta 
Nominated by Pi Lambda Chi 
FALL WEEKEND C, 
QUEEN 
Marg Rooke of Mu Phi Epsilon 
Nominated by Phi Mu Alpha 
Wendy White of Delta Phi Zeta 
Nominated by Delta Kappa 
Dee Riley of Phi Delta Phi 
Nominated by Rho Mu Theta 
I ,: ,: ., ~· ,, .. --- :. . ..:.;:'.;.-
Cindy Lacy of Pi Theta -Phi 
Nominated by Pi Theta Phi 
Sandy Hall of Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Nominated by Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Patti· Heydt of Gamm• Delta Pi 
Nominated by Sigma Alpha Nu 
Sue Schlldwachter of Delta Phi Zeta 
Nominated by Delta Sigma Pl 
Judy Williams of Gamma Delta Pi 







Scott Powen of Alpha Epcllon Rho 
Nominated by Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Ted Meyers of Phi Mu Alpha 
Nominated by Mu Phi Epsilon 
KING 
Tom Tyksinski of Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Nominated by Phi Delta Pi 
Russ Marron of Pl Lambda Chi 
Nominated by Gamma Delta PKi 
Fred Gill of Pi 1'.heta Phi 
Nominated by Pi Theta Phi 
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-
Buzz Mathesius of Sigma Alpha Nu 
Nominated by Tau Alpha Mu 
David Emler of Delta Kappa 
Nominated by Sigma Alpha Iota 
Richie Miller of Delta Kappa 
Nominated by Delta Phi Zeta 
j 
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HODDA 
Pine Valley Motors, Inc. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA Phone 272 • 4912 
Open Tues. - Fri. Noon to 8 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
$1.45 MEDIUM SIZE PIZZA 
FOR 98C 
with this coupc:n 
LETIERS (Continued) 
Furthermore, any group such as 
FUSA, that makes an erroneous 
statement that: "all social 
problems could be solved hy ra-
tional means,'" should re-examine 
existing social conditions before 
making such a conclusive state-
ment. If there is any logic to this 
statement, and for the life of ·us 
we can't ascertain any, then why 
haven't the problems of poverty, 
disease, oppression, and bigotry 
been solved? As yet, there have-
n't been any rational solutions to 
any of these problems. Further-
more, we are inclined to agree 
with Professor Daly's analysis of 
the objective of education today: 
that is, "lo understand, to appre-
ciate, to know," and not neces-
sarily "to solve." 
We are also particularly dis-








This Offer Expires Oct. 11, 1968 
Your !Portrait . . . 
Malto your appointmont soon for 
Chri1tma11 dolivory 
®OEH>O~ [£MPBEU IUZZEU - i>orlrail Photography 
128 IE. STATE ST. 272 -3473 
(Over Oroobo Pharmacy - acro111 from Kroego's) 
ment that demonstrators at Chi-
cago "sought to improve the sys-
tem." Let's stop kidding our-
selves. Too many of those that 
demonstrated at Chicago sought 
only to destroy the system. Many 
demonstrators were m€mbers of 
SDS, whose primary goal is 
"nothing less than the destruc-
tion of social itself." Despite 
this, the SRS'ers and many 
demonstrators do not offer us an 
alternative for a new and better 
society or any other constructive 
proposals. Such people do, in 
fact, constitute a danger to our 
society when their intent is that 
of the above, the complete over-
throw of a great institution such 
as Columbia University, and are 
far worse than being "damn self-
righteous." 
Therefore, we have nothing 
but the highest of admiration for 
Professor Daly who tells it like 
it is. We are only too sorry that 
there are not more professors at 
Ithaca College like him. Need-
less to say, it- would indeed be 
a plus for the college to have 
more Professor Dalys. 
Sincerely, 
.Jeff Richman '70 
Mike Hinkelman '70 
Denied Rights 
Editor: 
Since I did not attend either 
last week's discussion of the 
Democratic Convention or FUSA's 
organizational meeting, it is very 
difficult for me (even after read-
ing the reasons given in Lynne 
Rawlings' letter in last week's 
Ithacan} to understand why any-
one would want to compare Pro-
fessor Daly with Chicago's Mayor 
Daley. Maybe it's true that Mr. 
Daly did have highly critical 
things to say on various matters 
that were discussed at the meet-
ings; it's even possible that his 
remarks were not the least bit 
constructive in regards to what 
those before him had said. But 
as Jong as he only peacefully ad-
vocated his views on these -mat-
ters, Mr. Daly had a right to say 
whatever he wanted (within rea-
son, of course) when called upon. 
Unlike Mayor Daley, Professor 
Daly had no way to prevent other 
participants of these meetings 
froih speaking, nor do I think he 
would have even considered such 
action if it were possible. Per. 
haps all that Professor Daly 
wanted was to bring to light that 
there arc two sides to any story, 
no matter how large the size of 
the deciding majority, nor how 
disdainful it is to people with op. 
posing points of view. Wheth~r 
this was his actual purpose, I 
have no idea. Nor do I have any 
idea on · how he went about pre. 
senting his views. But these 
things are not important. The 
right to express one's views, as 
long as they're respectfully pre. 
sented, should hardly be ques-
tioned. It may well be true that 
there were many (too many) who 
were denied this right in Chica. 
go last month. Having been 
denied the right in this instance 
does not, however, give them 
their supporters, or any othe; 
group with a "just" cause, rea. 
son enough to believe they can 
deny this privilege tC? anybody 
whose thinking is different from . 
theirs (which apparently seems · 




A Quiet Place 1· 
Editor: 
I wish to take a critical view of 
the Ithacan editorial, dated Sep. 
tember 27, 1968, and entitled "A · 
Nice Quiet Place." \ 






We Don't Monkey Around 





Whitey Bennett and Jack Paveling are Sports Car 
Enthusiasts who drive and understand foreign HIGH 
PERFORMANCE cars and Sports Cars. 
THE ONE PLACE IN TOWN THAT OFFERS COMPLETE 
SERVICE AND PARTS DEPARTMENT FOR ALL FOREIGN 
CARS AND SPORTS CARS 
.P.S. OUR PARTS & _SALES DE.PARTMENT IS OPEN TILL 8:30 
P.M. TUES.-THURS.-FRI. 
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY TILL 5:00 P.M. 
1020TRIPLANDTERRACE 273-1785 Ithaca N.Y. 
NorthTrlpllammer Rd. - Just off Rt. 13 
Cricketeer knows how to mix 'em 
D O e bold, traditional trio 
To one part big, beautiful, bold plaid or 
giant houndstooth sport coat in lighter, 
brighter colors they've added one part 
turtleneck sweater ... softest, imported, 
100% lambswool . . . and a dash of 
hopsack Wicket slacks. Coordinating 
-colors are mixed to perfection! Why 
struggle to mix-your-own when 
Cricketeer's done it for you in blues, 
olives, golds, bricks, browns. 
complete, $85 
shop fri nites 'til 
LETTERS, continued 
Ithaca College, content above 
.. beautiful Cayuga, is majestic, 
5'erene, populated (for the most) 
with the bland and apathetic. So 
be it. Is this an evil? Do we 
really need demonstrations, pro-
tests, or activism to become asso-
ciated with other institutions of 
higher learning? Are we to be 
condemned if we don't demon-
strate for something? Or is it 
prestige to be a student demon-
strator? "Look Ma, that's me on 
the boob tube. Yeah, we want 
rights." Ridiculous or npt? Three 
thousand dollars a year could 
be a lot of grandeur for a per-
sonal appearance with the "cast 
of thousands." To demonstrate 
' on a college campus is to degra-
date character. It banes the 
school, which in turn, affects me 
personally. In the future, could 
anyone really appreciate involve-
ment in a conversation approxi-
mating,-"Yes, I was in the Class 
of . . . ", and_ hear, "Oh? I 
remember now. The year of the 
riots, wasn't it? Were you in-
\·olved?" Do you then pass it off 
as a "immature" college stunt, 
or do you still feel it was your 
"maturity" showing and defend 
your actions? Is the Ithaca Col-
lege student oppressed? No. -
Just condemned, apparently, be-
cause he won't start something. 
He has his fun and sees the aca-
demic atmosphere as he wishes 
· · or uses it to the extent needed. 
Why should he create trouble and 
involve himself for possible fu-
ture regret? Time for activism 
can be converted into time for 
academics and extra-curricular 
activities. "If we don't have it, we 
don't want it." This is the I.C. 
policy and lesson. We should be 
thankful; for we will be respected. 
The contented, yet conscientious 
student will prevail at Ithaca Col-
lege. We seek the experience of 
education now; for the knowledge 
of capabilities, judgement, and 
foresight in the future. 
Today we follow to learn; to-
morrow we can lead, hopefully,-
in peace, and proudly proclaim, 
·'We were educated that way." 




by Lorin Weigard 
CINEMA-"The Hell With Heroes" ... and likewise frothy 
war films. 
STATE-"Rachel, Rachel" ( sec below) 
ITHACA-"The Two of Us" 
STRAND-"Prudence and the Pill" 
TEMPLE-"The Graduate" 
"Rachel, Rachel" is a very strage breed of motion pic-
ture. To be sure, it is not a motion picture, but a celluloid 
poem, a glorious and bubbling ·celebration of love and life. 
And just as strange, its beauties arc achieved by Rachel, the 
lonely and longing woman who feels that she cannot experience 
any of these meaningful treasures. 
Having reached the middle of her life where frorn now 
on the road leads only to death and still not having ever done 
anything meaningful. Rachel now senses that life has passed 
her by and searches in desperation for things she has missed, 
but only in her fantasies. She falls in love with an old high 
school friend who deserts her when she finally commits herself 
to him, but there is a tinge of hope as she believes she is 
pregnant which would be proof that the inside of her body still 
can give life. The decision of having the child would be the 
first real decision she would ever have made and it could break 
her out of her shell. But the pregnancy is only a cyst that is 
easily removed along with her dreams of the beautiful child. 
"Rachel, Rachel" is about dreams, past and present, all 
unfulfilled. It is memories of Rachel's father, an undertaker 
nd his house that always smelt of death and contrasted the 
sweet flowers in the fields where he used to roam. It is about 
passion and a desire to grasp life and never let go. It's radiant 
children and their own innocent ways. It's making love in the 
frosty moonlight, trees and wild flowers picked from fields. 
Rachel, how could you miss these things? They're right there 
before· you once you get away from the town, away from the 
aparunent above the funeral parlor and mother and her heart 
spasms. It's all there, right before you. Maybe next time, girl. 
If that chance ever returns. Poor girl, always being trapped, 
either by this town or your mother, or your lover. But even 
though you've never experienced the things you long for, you 
know their meaning. Otherwise you wouldn't search so des-
perately for them. They must mean more than anything else 
or you wouldn't desert everything you'v ever known to start 
ovr, to leave little Rachel in the fields forever. What will 
happen, Rachel, what will happen? 
o Submarine Sandwiches • Chicken-in-the-Basket 
t' 
356 ELMIRA RD. I 
o Ravioli o Lasagna o Spaghetti o Antipasto o Salad 
o Egg Plant Parmigiana Sandwich & Dinner 
, STATE CARRY-OUT 






Exotic; Oriental Dancers 
3 shows-10, 11, 12 
0 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
~yluan lllills 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS -
11Happy" invites you and your date to meet 
Bloody Mary, for SOc, Saturdays iFrom noon 
'til 7, at the •.• 
108 N. Aurora St. 
IP.S.-Don't forget to join the Mug Club. 
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All columns must be typed, double-spaced and NO 
MORE THAN ONE PAGE. They will be printed bi-
weekJy beginning next week. Absolute deadline 5 
p.m. Sunday. Questions? Contact-
JEAN STILLITANO X3663 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
u lHHE IR IE CO IR. !D> lR llJ INI N !E IRS 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 








20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Let's Form A 
College League ! 
CALL 272 - 1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
Check Ad on Page 3 
ROBERT S. lBOOTII-HROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
Cornell 
Laundry 
~(QJD'il'il(e [»(Q)y !Pnclk lUJ [p, (Clim~ ~ellnveli'y 
<mfr r?>ltllfr"s U(C]o~oli' $1mo!P) 
AsCt for the Yellow Ticket 
(Men's IHligh Rise) 
U:oU' IEJdra l?as11: Service - "Give us 01 iivy" 
Main !?Dant - 527 W. State Sheeir 
273 - 356] 
'>\ 
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by Susan Longaker 
Just a short note this time, a sort of get used-to-not-
seeing-mc-kmd of column, but how docs one say farewell to 
so many familiar readers? I say it, then, as the fall: all leaves 
must turn to earth by passing wind, by raker, man; as the 
riches of auttJmn- they are rich-look at the gold of even dried 
flowers, the colory ofthc sky on the windiest even, and deny 
their richness? Yet as these riches come to burial under snow 
and frost, think ofth endless cycle - so my farewell is cyclical: 
as fall is followed by cold and then by good always by spring's 
revival, so my ending this column will christen a new spring. 
In short, I terminate Higgledy-Piggledy in order to devote full 






Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
We Have the Treats 
in 




Corner of State & Tioga 
Offer good 'til Oct. 31 - One __ per Order 
Good only when redeemed at store. 
-------------------------------~ 
Playtex·invents- the first-day tampon™ 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent .. .it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab-test against the old cardboardy kind ••• 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every 
insi_de inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
is almost zero! , · · · , , ,,.-=--·~ "' 
Try it fast. I,' plauex! ~ 





The Department of Economics 
and Business Administration has 
set up a Departmental Curricu-
lum Committee, composed of 
three faculty members, plus 
chairman of the Committee, and 
three students representing the 
three major divisions of the De-
partment, namely, accounting, 
business administration and eco-
nomics. The student members of 
BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS 
the Committee have full voting CALL xs280 FOR CLASSIFIEDS privilege. An ·election which was _____________ _ 
held by students in Student 
Union on Sept. 25 placed on the 
Committee Steve Schwartzenreich 
ELECTION REFLECTJ.ONS - Bownre 
or politicinna who elnim they'll build 
you a. pio in tho Hky - thcy'ro go· 
ing to ueo your dough. 
- accounting, Jason Howard - REMEMBER THE PUEDLOl 1 
business administration, and Wil- WE RENT MOST ANYTIIING 
UNITED RENT ALL 
lard Hunt - economics. The Com- 363 Elmira Rd., 273-1807 
--------------mitt e e allows any member of the I. c. DRAFT BOAR.D nnnounces tho 
induction of Dr. Dilly-dally effective faculty of the Department and September 1, 1070. Tho Locnl Bonrd 
nloo hns call ror threo physlcn.J 
any major of the Department to tr;;;rens: Nnmes to bo announced 
come to its meetings, without DRIXK OF THE WEEK -Tho Cnrd-
voting rights. The Department tab lo- 2 of them nnd your legs fold 
under you. 
of Economics and Business Ad- UP WITH PEOPLE meeting- 7 :00 
ministration hopes to use the 1'ii'~,~{· .... ~f~g~~~ 6. in Rec. Room. 
Committee to improve its curricu-
lum, utilizing student feedbacl,, 
and to make the students more 
SALE - Rugs, household goods, books. 
re<'ords. toys_ clothing. misc. Frido.y-
Snturday. 569 Elm St., IO o.m.·6 
p.m. 
aware that ultimat~ly the curri- Mt';,~~eh~\IJR~~ods,As~i~\~tc sizf~~m~~: 
culum is designed to help them. ~~;;t \I,:';'.'!, 1,/o n.m.·6 p.m. 101 
ITHACA'S 
NO. 1 STORE 
, 




Check Ad on Page 3 -
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
273-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
,..,,,=,;~J,• . ......Jh"r.-!,,_~,,,,_7:_ ...... ,.,.-,_ •• ,,,-":°:f"• ••• • ;...;_:~• •• ,U,~. ~ •-..~A~ 
i 







What We Sell" 
MOTOROLA 
COLOR TEL.EVISION 
LARGE DISPLAY of TV - PORT ABLES - STEREOS 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
- OVER 10,000 PARTS IN STOCK-
YOUR DISCOUNTS - "Make Your Dollar Go Farther" 
TO N.V.S. ELEC. ISOO ITHACA•DRVDEN RI>. RTE.'366 
6. GAS CORP. r r 
BUILDING f 
~----------..... ---DRY OEN ROUTE>ll'l:5 ITHACA,N V. _. 
'4.:W,,~.-l-~...:..... •• -.....i __ :.....-,... _:: .. -=.. .. ~....::..:.-.. -!!.:_;1•,,;.l:Jo ... -•• ' ..._,&.,ia:,·~-.......1.J 
FUSA 
by Peter Orville 
~here exists at ~thaca ~olle~e an atmos.phere which has 
son:iet1me_s been descr!bcd as _hostile to the student. While this , 
attitude 1s see':' occas1onally m the classroom, it is more often 
?bserve~ outside_ the classroom_, through everyday conflicts 
m the library. with the safety partol, etc. 
. A ne.wco_mer to th~ I.C. campus, Mr. Jim Garland, has 
w~1tten his views on this matter. Mr. Garland, along with his 
wife Mrs. Garland, are the faculty wuple in residence in the 
new Coed dorm (#5). Mr. Garland writes: 
"I want to comment on one aspect of Ithaca College life 
that I have noticed in the few weeks that I have lived here. I, 
am not a member of either the faculty, the administration, or 
the student body, and I feel that this fact makes it possible 
for me to speak with at least a degree of objectivity and free. 
dom from bias. What I want to speak about is the attitude that 
s?me of the college staff members, both faculty and administra. 
t10n., have toward the students - who are, after all, the sole 
reason for the college's existence. Some of these adult members 
of the college community give the impression that the students 
are merely inconveniences and disruptions to what otherwise 
would be the pleasant order of their lives. Let me raise a few 
qustions which have troubled me lately: 
I) Why is it that people from the Buildings and Grounds 
offices have the undisputed right to enter a student's rented ·, 
dormitory room without asking_prior permission and occasion. ~·: 
ally without even knocking? (Two weeks ago I accosted two 
workmen who, having let themselves into our apartment were 
in the process of carrying our living room sofa - our sof~, not 
the school's. · 
2) By what right docs the administration tell students not to · 
play ball on the campus lawns "because it dents the bushl's?" 
For whom do the campus lawns exist? 
3) Why do I keep hearing reports from students who have been 
insulted and intimidated by a certain bureaucrat in the Treas-
urer's office who seems to be under the misconception that the 
money he deals with is ·his own? c,: · 
4) Why do some members of the library staff seem to feel that ~ 
their job is to protect the books from the students? 
5) Why was a student in my dorm telephoned by the safety 
patrol at 3 :30 a.m. because of a parking violation? (The car in 
•question, incidentally, was occupying a "no-parking zone" 
which was in no way marked as such.) · 




Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 








IIOOIQ e .. COD e LOUNQE 
Sallda.r a-10. 12:~3:30, 5:Jo-a 
Weekdays 11-10;12-2. 6-8 
315-364-9301 
Ownecl by_ Wells Colle~ 
CODDINGTON 
CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
Sandwiches - Complete Dinne~s - Pizza 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
. 4:00 to 12:00 





f ALL -VIEW SKI SHOP 
' 
Open 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. 'til 5 
ATTENTION SKIERS 
Starting Now Sign Up at 
Fall View for Season 
Rentals - Hart Metals 
273-2462 
Run by Skiers for Skiers 
L 
~ 
FUSA continued from page 10 SPORTS MIKE 
.6) By what right did a campus patrolman order a male student 
to "report to the chief of police" because the student had the Continued from back page 
audacity to question the infallibili_ty of the officer's judgment? but playing as a quarterback, flankerback, or triple-threat 
7) Why do some nurses at the Health Clinic seem to think running-back involves even more skill. For these simple rea-
that students are being rude and inconsiderate when their medi- sons then, it is not difficult to understand why the more gifted 
cal emergencies occur late at night? athlete is an offensive performer. He not only has to run and 
8) Why do soi:ne membei:s. of the faculty seem to feel _called tackle, but he also must manipulate - that is, throw the foot-
upon to question the ab1hty and challenge the integrity of ball, and generally- make more use of his hands. 
their students in public lectures? What can a professor pos- Coaches, be they professional or collegiate, no doubt are 
siblv gain by telling his students that if they were really good probably stressing offense more than defense. No team can 
the\· wouldn't be here at all? possibly hope to win any game unless it first scores some points. 
· "Finally, an example which perhaps sums up best the atti- Scoring is obviously a prerequisite for victory. Moreover, the 
rude of which I am speaking: My wife, who has occasionally old adage that the "best offense is the best defense" is probably 
· passed for an undergraduate, last week approached the secre- quite true. The more points a given team scores, that much 
cary of one of the loftier members of the administration. On .more does it force the opponent into playing catch-up foot-
asking to see him she was curtly informed that he was busy and ball, often marked by a gambling, reckless, often error-prone 
was instructed to wait. After about forty-five minutes. she ap- type of play. Thus, if one team can jump out to a three or 
proached the secretary again and this time introduced herself four-touchdown lead, the opponent is on the run, and in many 
as Mrs. Garland of the History Department, at which point the cases, is forced to play the brand of football that the leading 
secretary apologized profusely, ushered her in to see the Great team wants it to play. Yes, the best offense is, by far and away, 
]\·Ian and offered as an explanation, "I'm terribly sorry. I the best defense. 
l. 
_, 
thought you were a_ student." . Offensively-dominated football, both collegiately and pro-
·'Let me make 1t clear rhat I don't thmk these abuses are fessionally, is here to stay. Only when an offensive unit is 
universal; there are i:nany members of the fa~ulty and staff green and inexperienced, only then might the defense gain the 
who are never rude !n these wa.ys_ and there 1s n? one who upper hand. But a strong, well-balanced,. cohesive 3:nd experi-
always or even cons1s_tently exh1b1ts such an att1tud~. Fur- enced offense will always prevail in the fmal analys(s· A team 
thermore, there are without doubt students who are ill-man- can win rather consistently or more often than not with a great 
nercd and offensive who inspire such rudeness. I find that ll}ost offense, and an adequate or only so-so defense, and an ade-
students, however, are v_ery pl~sant _and mature peop\e who quate or only so-so offense. Because that type of off~nse _isn't 
deserve to. be treated Wit~ cons1dera_uon and respect;_ 1f any- going to score very often, and as a res_ult, 1s go11:ig fmd itself 
tl11ng, their one outstandmg fault 1s that they docilely let on the short end of the score quite a bit of the time. 
themselves be pushed ·around." 
Any comments on this article, as well as all correspondence 
with the Free University can be made through Box L-21, Ithaca 
College, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 (If on campus, use the intercampus 
mail). 
All FUSA members are urged to watch the FUSA bulle-
tin board in the Union for important notices. 
LOST AND FOUND 
The Safety Division has 
many unclaimed watches, 
bracelets, high schaol rings, 
etc. that were lost. One of 





Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Blow Yourself Up 
TO POSTER SIZE 
2 ft. X 3 ft. 
Send any Black and White 
or Color Photo from 2¼ x 
2¼ to 16 x 20". We will 
send you a 2 ft. x 3 ft. 
BLO-UP . . perfect POP 
ART poster. 
A $25 
VALUE FOR $4.99 
Sorry, No C.O.D. 
You're the best 
container for goodies 
from_ 
THE PASTRY SHOP 





Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NITE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
Donohue - Halverson. 
One. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 -3393 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga. St. 
272-7200 






205 N. Aurora St. 
TAUGHANNOCK 
FARMS INN~ 
at Taughannock Falls State Park 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
Serving During Week-days 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
S_undays 12 noon to 7:00 p.m. 
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE 387-7711 
Add 45c for postage and 
handling. Send Check or 
Money Order to: 
HASTINGS PHOTO CO. WBEN -YOU TBINK 
P.O. BOX 607 
FREEPORT, N.Y. 11520 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 



















Come In and See Us I 
OF SPORTS 
TBINK OF 
IEVIERYTII-IBNG THAT'S IFUN 
420 !EDDY S'll'"RIEIET 
IJ>HON IE 273-3030 
ITIHIACA, N.Y. 
(Trophies andl !Engraving) 
I 
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CONNECTICUT GAME \ of Hill Center. 
Continued from back page I The club will be entering its 
sky 16-137, Campo 16-68, Courcey I fourth year at the college and is 
9-50. open to all males on the campus. 
Ithaca Passmg-Podlucky 3-12- The only rl'quiremcnt is that you 
41 yards. / must have a desire to learn, there Central Conn. - Scarano 2-3-47 
yds. and 1 T.D. ii~ no requirement as to cxperi-
Ithaca Pass Receiving _ Hol. ! cnee and beginners are welcome. 
skin 3-41 yds. . . i PU~T-PASS-KICK 
Central Conn. Pass Rece1v1ng · The Men·s Intramural punt-
- Campo 1-37 yds., Mack 1-20 / . . 
yds., Finch 1-10 yds. pas~-k1ck contest will be held on 
Best of Game for Ithaca I October 8 at 6 p.m. on the Var-
Top Lineme_n - Pete Bauer . / sity football practice field. Sign-
Top Defensive Back-Bob A101an up for the events will take place 
Top Sophomore - Jim Bell. I at that time. This event is open 
MIAA to ail males at the collge. 
Continued from back page 
CLUBS 
Karate - The Ithaca College 
Karate club will hold an organi-
zational meeting on Tuesday, 
October 8 at 9 p.m. in room P-5 
,---------------, Specializing in 
ITALIAN IFOOD I The I RECORD <> Spaghetti, Ravioli, 











!?age 3 Take Route 13 Cor. Third & Madison 
L ______________ _ 
DF YOU 
WEAR GLASSES 
Things You Can't Do Without Them: 
0 drive 
O go to (and see) the movies 
O watch television 
O watch co-eds (or vice-versa) 
O copy from the lecture board (or your neighbor) 
O study* 
Get that second emergency pair - or at least bring 
your prescription with you and keep it on file at Ithaca 
Cayuga Optical Service. Your prescription will be filled 
with precise accuracy when you need it, from a wide 
selection of styles, promptly without an appointment 
AND for the lifetime of your glasses, all adjustments 
will be made free. 
*sometimes 
Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
Conveniently located at 134 E. State St. 
Ithaca, New York 273-4231 
lrli'odi(!Jy & S<CJfrMli"(l:{J(l]y 
@«:it@lmce ir ~ ai D1l <dl ~ 










Open 9:45 to 5: 15 
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Bombers IFace Arch=Rival Blue Devils Took 
At Cortland Tomorrow Advantage Of All 
by Mike Hinkolman 
Tomorrow afternoon, the Bom-
bers travel to Cortland to do 
battle with their arch-rivals, the 
Red Dragons of Cortland State_ 
Cortland opened its season with 
a 23-14 conquest of Montclair, 
and last week dropped a 28-17 
decision to Maryland State_ In 
any case, Cortland is alway_s a 
rugged foe for the Bombers. 
Cortland's strong point is its 
offense. The offensive line is 
anchored by tackle Ray Viladesau, 
center Frank Pita, and end Rod 
Verkey. Last year, Verkey was 
a small-college All-American, and 
he has always been a thorn in 
the side of Ithaca College. A 
tremendous two-way performer, 
Verkey also plays defensive end. 
The backfield is led by veteran 
quarterback and Co-Captain Don 
Congdon. Congdon set Cortland 
records last year for total of-
fense and passing. The Congdon-
Verkey battery is always devas-
tating and difficult to defend 
against and tomorrow afternoon 
is likely to be no exception. Half-
back Larry Burud has been a 
pleasant surprise for Coach Roger 
Robinson, and Burud ran ex-
tremely well in last week's loss to 
Maryland State. Co-Capt. Jim 
Bensley anchors the fullback posi-
tion and also does the place kick-
ing. Overall, the Cortland run-
ning game lacks speed, but the 
Red Dragons compensate for 
their lack of speed with power-
ful and deceptive running. 
The defense is anchored by 
middle guard Bill McDermott, 
linebacker Dave Urich, and de-
fensive end Jim Nelson. Cort-
land's defensive weak point is 
its secondary. The secondary is 
weak and inexperienced, and has 
only recently been bolstered by 
the return of senior Stan Kowal-
ski. Sophomore Mickey Spillet 
has also performed capably. 
Both I.C. and Cortland are com-
ing off tough losses, and the win-
ner of timorrow's game could go 
a long way the rest of the sea-
son. The loser, however, would 
rather not think about the possi-
ble efects such a loss could have 
on the rest of the season. 
i>P JJHJ~ 1llHtE 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Bomber Mistakes 
by Lonnie Bloch 
Needless to say, it was a tragic 
day last Saturday when the Blue 
Devils of Central Conn. defeated 
the Bombers 33-6. It seemed as 
though the Bombers could do 
nothing right (except for one 
bright spot in the third quarter) 
and Central Conn. could take full 
advantage of every Bomber mis-
take. Our offense couldn't move 
the ball but our heads-up de-
fense could. Jim Bell, Bomber de-
fenseman, intercepted a pass in 
the third quarter for a record-
breaking return and I.C.'s only 
score of the game. (Tapes of the 
game are being reviewed by offi-
cials to establish a 98 yd. or 100 
yd. run back). 
Highlights: 
First quarter - Ithaca picked 
up three first downs and had one 
pass intercepted. Central ~onn. 
gained four first downs. Neither 
team scored. 
Second quarter Mullen, 
Conn's. fine kicker, successfully 
attempted two field goals of 27 
yds. and 24 yds to put his team 
ahead 6-0. Late in the quarter, 
Central Conn. came up with two 
T.D.'s to increase their lead to 
19-0 (point after attempt was 
missed on the second T.D.) 
Conn.'s second T.D. was made 
David Weinberg, a junior from 
New York City and Joe LePierre, 
a junior from Westbury, have 
been selected as the Ithaca Col-
lege Athletes of The Week. 
Weinberg was outstanding for 
the varsity tennis team, which 
both began and concluded its fall 
season last week. He won all 
three of his singles matches, play-
ing at number two and was a 
winner in two of his three dou-
bles matches as well. 
This goes along with his out-
standing Spring record as · a 
sophomore, when he won seven of 
ten singles matches and five of 
seven in doubles. 
LaPierre was equally as impres-
sive .for the varsity soccer team 
gaining a shutout against Le-
Moyne, 4-0, in the season opener 
on Wednesday and then playing 
a spirited game against Brock-
port, Saturday, as Ithaca lost to 
one of the best small college 
teams in the country, 2-1. Last 
year, LaPierre ~llowed only nine 
goals in nine games for a spark-
ling 1.00 average. 
.,. .. .. 
The Eastman Kodak Company 
has nominated three Ithaca Col-
lege football players for Little 
All American honors. They are 
linebacker Jim Ryan, tackle Tom 
Tyksinski and defensive halfback 
Bob Aloian. The three were 
among a group of some 200 boys 
selected by the nominating board. 
The team will be chosen at the 
end of the current football sea-
SPORTS 
Hot-Corner 
by Ben Reese ] 
I overheard someone talking_ about the Ithaca College 
unbeaten football team of 1965. They are saying that it was 
one of the best teams that J.C. had ever had in any sport. But 
they also added that the team played a much easier schedule ·.~ 
than the present day team. I remember that team very well. ~ 
I was a freshman and not much interested in small-college ~ 
football. I had friends playing for major-college teams and was ,,,1_ 
much more interested in following these teams. I could have I 
cared less about the I.C. football squad. Oh, I knew all about l 
the team and the players. I remember Jimmy Harris, the de. . 
fensive ba~k turned q~arterback; Frank Fazizo and Da_n lzzei, \~ 
the two fireplug runmng backs; and the large offensive and :, 
defensive lines. I remember Jim Harris breaking the touchdown .' 
pass record in the last game of the season. I_ recall Frank Fazio ! 
making a diving catch of a pass from Har!lS to beat Southern ,l 
Connecticut. I remember a young placek1cker from Cortland . : 
missing a couple of field goals in the second half to lose the 1·, 
game to LC. This is the same kicker who a year or two later ·, 
kicked a field goal for Cortl_and of 61 yards t? set an ~CCA 
record. This was a team which won many of its games m the 
late minutes on a good play by either the offense or defense. 
They played well but they also played some fairly easy teams 
on route to the undefeated season. They murdered Susque-
hanna, C. W. Post and Ame!ican International They s~ored 
208 points, 123 of them agamst the three teams ment10ned 
before. 
Sure the 1965 team was a good one. It had to have been 
to go through a season undefea~ed. But, this year's sch_edule 
is, by far, much toug_her than the 65 team s.Wes~ Chester 1s the 
defending Lam~ert Cup holder. Cei:itral Connecticut has one of 
its best teams m years. Cortland 1s always tough, even when 
it has_ a poor record. Wilkes is undefeated thr~,ugh 2_2 games 
and is building one of the true football dynasties. Bndgeport, 
C. W. Post and Montclair have their best teams and are 
picked to win a majority of their games this year. 
The 1968 team has all or' the potential of the undefeated 
1965 squad. Sure, the schedule is tougher, but this is to be 
expected. The '65 team had something that this school has 
never had since.-then until this year - support: of the fans. 
So why not support this year's team even more. Get in your 
cars and drive to Conland tomorrow. Let the team know that 
you are behind them. Help inspire them to a winning season. 
It can still be done, even with the rough schedule. 
• • • • 
Thus far, at any rate, both collegiate and professional foot- when an Ithaca punt was blocked 
ball has been marked by a preponderance of high-scoring,, and recovered by the Blue Devils 
offensively-dominated games. Is the era of defensive-minded in the I.C. end zone. Central 
football a thing of the past? Are the more gifted athletes Conn. picked up six first downs, 
playing on the offensive units, and the lesser gifted, average, Ithaca two. 
so-so players being relegated to the defensive units? Are the 
coaches tending to stress offense more than defense? Perhaps 
a combination of the aforementioned factors might help to 
explain the trend toward what I call' an era of "explosive 
offenses." 
son. HOT SHOTS: 
Definitely, the era of defense-dominated football is a thing 
of t:he past. The offensive units of more and more collegite 
teams, and practically every professional team are becoming 
increasingly more sophisticated, and as a result, they just seem 
to continually overpower the defensive games of Sunday, Sept. 
22 will verify this point. The Lions scored 42 points, the Rams 
45 the Raiders and Jets 47 each, the Giants 34, the Saints 37, 
an'd the 49'ers 35. And, for those of you unconvinced about the 
trend toward offensive-dominated football in the collegiate 
ranks, you need only check the results and statistics of recent 
games, particularly those involving major, high-r_anked teams. 
This is not to say, however, that there are not gomg to be any 
more low-scoring, defense-dominated games. There may welf 
be. But the trend toward explosive offenses, more scoring etc. 
is likely to continue. 
~bvious_ly, the mar~ gifted athlet~ can be found on t!1e 
offensive umts of collegiate and professional teams today. Im 
not saying that defensive players aren't worth a damn - this is 
not true! But several facts are unmistakably clear. Anyone 
can learn to block or tackle, but not everyone can throw the 
football with accuracy, or kick the football with ;iccuracy. 
Playing as a defensive halfback involves considerable skill, 







201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
., ............. _ .. '"" .. , =-· ,- · · ,.,.·.·-··---.- .. ·or--·,· - · .......... ,: .. ;"•"-·""-':..."-'· Congratulations to Jim Bell on his great runback of a pass 
::·, · .:,.:·:\)";/· >:,. :~/-.,.;: ... < :,>::"-::.~,/:"" ~-::;+'/:'·.,;·',·.·'-::.··::~..:z .. ~-··, :-:· intercepuon for a new I.C. record of 98 yards. It broke the 
, ._ ·. -·i \s: s';;_)i::,: 1. :-i'-?;\~::~_:,~-,]J;j}!~~ . /,:.,;-.. ,-t. · ~' _:: previous record held by Rene VanCauwenberg. -There will 
· ·. · ,. ,, · , ' .• ,~ ""'''*"" ·- · ., · · ~- <,- be a motorcade up to the Cortland game tomorrow. Let's get 
Ball is -punted in second football game as I.C. loses 33-6. 
Third quarter - A pass inter-
ception by Conn. resulted in a 
T.D. and a 26-0 lead. Ithaca's Jim 
Bell intercepted a Steven's pass 
for a record-breaking run back 
and the Bomber's only score. 
Central Conn. picked up six first 
downs, while Ithaca took only 
one. Ithaca had two passes inter-
cepted. 
· Fourth quarter - Still another 
interception by Central Conn. 
resulted iI1 still another T.D. mak-
ing the new score 33-6. No other 
scoring took place (wasn't that 
enough?). I.e. picked up two first 
downs, Central Conn. one. Ithaca 





8 Track Tape Sale 
$4.97 ! ! ! 















Intercepted By 1 
Punts 7-200 
Punt Average 31.4 
Fumbles 5 
Fumbles Lost 3 
















Ithaca Rushing - Howell 7-21. 
Central Conn. Rushing-Bonal-




STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 - 9881 
out and support the team on their first road game against. an 
arch-rival. 
• • 0 0 
ANSWER TO SHORT SPORT QUIZ: 
Cy Young won the most games in his career-511. 
"Hoss" Rodebone won the most games in a season - 60. ~ 
MIAA IN THIRD WEEK 
TOUCH FOOTBALL 5. DK "B" 
6. DK "A! 
7. T-8 
The MIAA is now in its third 
week of competition in the in-
tramural touch football league. 
At this point in the competition 





1. Dark Horses 
2. AE Diamond 
3. Beer Bellies 
4. Phi EK 
Team 
1. Pi Lambda Chi 
2. Unnamed 
3. Gods 
W-L 4. Yo Yo's 
4-0 5. Towers 
1-0 6. Buds 
3-1 7. Chanticleer 
3-1 Please tum to page 11 
Elections 
• 
Send for 
- Your 
Absentee 
Ballot ! 
C 
1-3 
0-3 
0-3 
W-L 
5-0 
3-1 
3-1 
2-2 J 
2-3 
1-4 
0-5 
